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 Santa is nearer than you realize and will be upon us soon. The concept of 
decorating for that holiday party or Christmas gathering can seem overwhelming 
when it becomes a last minute duty.  Without sounding like a party planner, the 
following lists some holiday decorating ideas that can be done in advance and 
then allow you time to plan your party accordingly.  
 Let’s start by making a first impression right from the start - the front door 
and porch area.  The traditional door wreath is still a favorite, yet now comes in a 
variety of styles, colours, and sizes.  Some favorites this year are the silver and 
pewter frosted cedars with the long dripping branches.  Other than a nice ribbon, 
not a lot more is required.  Arrange luminaries along the sidewalk.  Plant small 
cedar trees in large urns next to the porch.  If using lights, make sure they are 
white and straight!  The days of wrapping the front door in paper and tying it with 
a bow are gone, but you get the idea.  Keep it more a winter theme rather than 
an actual Christmas theme and you can use it longer, well into the winter. 
 Allow the smell and sound of Christmas to greet your guests when you 
open the door.  Nothing compares to the sound of Christmas music playing while 
the smell of cedar and the aroma of apple cider on the stove or gingerbread in 
the oven wharf through the air.  Burn scented candles, oil and incense to set the 
right aroma. Turn off all the lights except candles and white Christmas lights on 
the tree and throughout the house.  Combine the senses of hearing and smelling 
together with visual glistening of the lights and the rest is detail, as the following 
ideas will suggest.  

Add a touch of holiday to every room.  Your guests will probably explore 
the house, or need to retrieve their coat from the guest bedroom.  Make the coat 
room glow with a lighted small tree on the dresser or in the corner of the room. 
Christmas pillows look great on the bed, and a throw across the foot of the bed 
can pick up your holiday colour of choice.  A scented wreath on the door 
designates the room to be used for coats.  

Give sparkle to the guest bathroom with candles burning in a circle of 
greenery on the vanity.  Hang holiday towels on the towel rack.  A group of small 
wreaths on the wall provides an overall holiday theme.  

Select a colour to enhance your decorating theme and place a small floral 
centerpiece or cluster of candles on a coffee table, piano, desk, or side table.  To 
add a festive look, sprinkle glitter on every surface – lamps, table tops, buffet, 
bathroom countertops, dining table and under glass serving plates. Be sure to 
keep the glitter clear of food serving dishes. 

Wired ribbon is a fantastic way to decorate because of its versatility. 
Choose your favorite colour or design and tie it into giagnatic single or double 
bows with long traiing tails.  Use it to tie back your drapery, around candle 
holders or napkins at the dinner table. Feed it through the posts in your banister, 
mingled along with greenery.  Trim the tree with ribbon and bows instead of tacky 
ornaments.  

A Christmas tree is a given.  Choose according to scale and balance of 
the room.  Decorate to enhance the theme of the season in whatever manner 
matches the rest of the décor. Location is everything!  Be mindful of where the 
tree sits in the room to fully benefit from its existence.  It really should dominate 
the room! 



Pile the fireplace high with logs and keep it blazing all through the party. 
Recruit a friend to keep it going.  If your fireplace doesn’t burn real logs, arrange 
pillar candles at different heights and burn them. They’ll cast a beautiful flicker 
around the room.  

Decorate the table or buffet with elements chosen for the theme.  The 
centerpiece, table linens, even the food can compliment the decorating plan.  
Arrange coloured, candied, apples around a roast, green parsley or rosemary on 
white potatoes, pearl onions mixed with green peas.  The possibilities are 
endless.  Use your holiday china, using linens to contribute to the colour scheme. 
Oh, and remember the polished silver and crystal.  

Offer a small gift to each guest at the table.  Decorate and personalize a 
tree ornament and use it as a place card. Or decorate cut-out cookies with your 
guest’s name at the favor and date it as a memento of the occasion.  

Greenery can be draped off the top of the bookcases.  Tree branches 
placed on the mantle or combined with ribbon and wrapped through the stairway 
banister.  Poinsettia in the kitchen, sat at the base of the stairway, in the foyer, on 
the console table, etc.  A mini Christmas tree on the coffee table looks amazing.  
A footed clear glass bowl piled high with coloured glass tree ornaments make a 
pretty centerpiece in place of flowers. You get the idea.  Its Christmas!  You 
really can’t overdue it at this time of year.  And what a difference these special 
touches will make! 

 
 

  
 


